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Abstract. Climate change inAustralia is expected to influence cropgrowing conditions throughdirect increases in elevated
carbon dioxide (CO2) and average temperature, and through increases in the variability of climate, with potential to increase
the occurrence of abiotic stresses such as heat, drought, waterlogging, and salinity. Associated effects of climate change and
higherCO2concentrations include impacts on thewater-use efficiencyof dryland and irrigated cropproduction, andpotential
effects on biosecurity, production, and quality of product via impacts on endemic and introduced pests and diseases, and
tolerance to these challenges. Direct adaptation to these changes can occur through changes in crop, farm, and value-chain
management and via economically driven, geographic shifts where different production systems operate. Within specific
crops, a longer term adaptation is the breeding of new varieties that have an improved performance in ‘future’ growing
conditions compared with existing varieties.

In crops, breeding is an appropriate adaptation responsewhere it complementsmanagement changes, orwhen the required
management changes are too expensive or impractical. Breeding requires the assessment of genetic diversity for adaptation,
and the selection and recombining of genetic resources into new varieties for production systems for projected future climate
and atmospheric conditions. As in the past, an essential priority entering into a ‘climate-changed’ era will be breeding for
resistance or tolerance to the effects of existing and new pests and diseases. Hence, research on the potential incidence
and intensity of biotic stresses, and the opportunities for breeding solutions, is essential to prioritise investment, as the
consequences could be catastrophic. The values of breeding activities to adapt to the five major abiotic effects of climate
change (heat, drought, waterlogging, salinity, and elevated CO2) are more difficult to rank, and vary with species and
production area, with impacts on both yield and quality of product. Although there is a high likelihood of future increases in
atmospheric CO2 concentrations and temperatures across Australia, there is uncertainty about the direction and magnitude
of rainfall change, particularly in the northern farming regions. Consequently, the clearest opportunities for ‘in-situ’ genetic
gains for abiotic stresses are in developing better adaptation to higher temperatures (e.g. control of phenological stage
durations, and tolerance to stress) and, for C3 species, in exploiting the (relatively small) fertilisation effects of elevated CO2.
For most cultivated plant species, it remains to be demonstrated how much genetic variation exists for these traits and what
value can be delivered via commercial varieties. Biotechnology-based breeding technologies (marker-assisted breeding and
genetic modification) will be essential to accelerate genetic gain, but their application requires additional investment in the
understanding, genetic characterisation, and phenotyping of complex adaptive traits for climate-change conditions.
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efficiency.
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Introduction

In addition to providing essential supplies of food and other plant
products, cultivated plant species are significant contributors
to the Australian economy, with a total production value
greater than AU$20 billion per annum (p.a.). From 2004 to
2010, cereals, oilseeds, and legumes, grown on ~23Mha of

land, have had a gross value of production averaging $9 billion
p.a., with 67% of that value realised through exports ($5.9 billion
p.a.) (all production and value data from ABARE 2010). The
value of sugarcane production across 390 000 ha ranges from
$1.5 to 2 billion p.a., earning an average export value of
~$1.3 billion p.a. (ABARE 2010). Since 2004, viticulture
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exports have averaged $2.7 billion p.a. in value, while fruits and
nuts (excluding grapes) had an average production value of
$2.8 billion p.a., and vegetable production ~$3.1 billion p.a.
In the non-food sector, cotton is a major contributor, with
$651million in production during 2009–10, following several
periods of lower production during the droughts of the 1990s
and 2000s. The other major non-food product is forestry, with
production of $3.4 billion and exports of ~$2.3 billion p.a. in
wood and paper products. Other indirect contributions of plant
species include their substantial value via pasture production
of beef, wool, lamb, and other animals ($18.4 billion p.a.,
with $13.4 billion exported). Plants also contribute a ‘difficult-
to-measure’ value in providing ecosystem services, including
through amenity species in facilities such as national and
recreational parks, sports grounds, and golf courses, as well as
in every residential garden.

Climate change and the associated elevation in atmospheric
CO2 levels and temperature will provide novel challenges and
potential opportunities for cultivated plant species. To cope with
this and the additional issues of population growth/food security
and competition for land and water resources, we are in need of
a new ‘agricultural revolution’ to supply a global population that
is projected to increase from 7 to 10 billion with a required
increase in food production of 50–70% (Reynolds 2010). For
>10 000 years, plant breeding has contributed to improvement
in both the yield and quality of crops, first through selection
by farmers, and, with great impact over the last 100–150 years,
through selection in directed breeding programs. Selection and
breeding has broadened the climatic adaptation of many species
far beyond their geographical origin and indicates the ability of
plants to adapt via recombination of their genetic makeup.
In addition to adaptation to climatic and soil environments,
plant species are bred for resistance to pests and diseases and
for quality or market attributes associated with their end-use.
Regarding the impacts of climate change on different crops,
recent texts (Reynolds 2010; Yadav et al. 2011) have
assembled comprehensive sets of reviews, several of which the
reader will be directed to for detailed treatments of plant breeding
as a potential adaptation response.

The papers in this symposium cover a diverse range of
readership, and so it is instructive in this paper to mention the
complexity and the power of the process of directed evolution of
breeding. For example, a cross between two parental lines that
differed for 25 genes could produce 325 unique genetic
combinations (genotypes), which is in the range of the number
of grains of sand on earth. Of course, many of these genotypes
will produce a similar phenotype (the plant or product that is
measured in a given environment). In reality, there aremanymore
than 25 genes influencing plant growth, considering that crop
species such as rice are estimated to have >30 000 genes. Hence,
even in the largest of programs, breeders are always forced to
work with extremely small samples of the potential genetic
diversity to determine which genes are ‘most favourable’ for
adaptation and end-use and how to identify and create the best
combinations. Given the size of the combinatorial problem,
and the complexity of interactions that occur among genetic
effects and the environment, the main challenge in breeding
has been increasingly recognised as the design of an efficient
‘search strategy’ to guide the accumulation of the desired, though

rarely optimal, combinations of genes into cultivars (Messina
et al. 2011).

The impacts of climate change on Australia’s plant-based
production systemswill varywith species, aswill our opportunity
to react throughchanges in themanagement of the farming system
(Oliver et al. 2010; Stokes and Howden 2010; Howden and
Crimp 2011; Hayman et al. 2012) or in the varieties that we
grow. Due to existing climate variability, Australian farmers are
already experienced with this kind of adaptation (White 2000).
Across the diverse production zones of Australia, the effects of
climate change could have both positive and negative impacts,
only some of which are likely to be compensated for via
market systems. The complete study of these types of impacts
and opportunities for intervention requires application of
‘adaptation science’ (Howden et al. 2007; Meinke et al. 2009)
and studies of the impact of agriculture itself on global warming
(e.g. Biswas et al. 2010; Huth et al. 2010), but here we limit our
interest to the more direct impacts of climate change on plant
pests and plant production and quality in food, fibre, and forestry
systems.

Implications of climate change and a role for plant breeding

Hatfield and Prueger (2011) concisely review the agro-ecological
implications of climate change for plant responses, considering
growth, yield, and quality, and they emphasise the importance
of interactions among the factors of elevated CO2, temperature,
rainfall patterns, and nitrogen (N) fertiliser. They summarise the
implications as:

1. Elevated CO2 will lead to positive effects on plant growth
(greater in C3 species), with less evident effects on grain
yields;

2. Increasing temperatures will accelerate development with
consistency across crop species;

3. Increasing temperatures will increase the rate of water
use due to the effect of temperature on vapour pressure
deficit;

4. Increasing CO2 will decrease stomatal conductance, leading
to increased water-use efficiency (WUE), but this will vary
with species and will depend on soil water status;

5. Interactions between CO2 and N dynamics in the canopy
result in elevated CO2 having a generally positive effect onN
response, often with reduced concentrations of N in organs;
similar responses occur with other nutrients.

There is increasing evidence in the literature to suggest that, in the
last 30–50 years, some of these effects have started to be realised
as climate change impacts on agricultural production systems.
For example, research in Europe (Brisson et al. 2010) and
Australia (Asseng et al. 2011) has indicated negative impacts
of temperature variability on wheat yields, whereas Conroy and
Hocking (1993) suggested that some of the decrease in grain
protein of Australian wheat from 1967 to 1990 could have been
related to increased CO2. A modifying factor in this latter
observation might be the increased use of parental lines from
the ‘green revolution’wheat, which at that time had lower quality
grain than the Australian germplasm. Chapters in Yadav et al.
(2011) discuss this impact of ‘recent climate change’ for a range
of species and production environments.
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In addition to the ‘average’ effects of climate are impacts
related to increased risk of severe events associated with changes
in temperature and/or rainfall. For example, heat waves—as
in South Australia in the summers of 2008 and 2009 (Nitschke
et al. 2011) and again in 2010—can impact on both production
and quality of crops. In the last 3 years, two cyclones have
successively destroyed almost 70% of the Australian
production of bananas. In 2010 and 2011, in the more northern
and eastern regions of Australia, high rainfall associated with La
Niña conditions have contributed to high yields for wheat
production, and also large accumulations of standing dry
matter in the extensive rangelands. However, these conditions
have also had a negative impact on wheat quality, as the N
management for a ‘normal’ season has been insufficient, such
that much of the wheat crop was downgraded from premium to
feed-quality. This resulted in substantial reductions in the ratio of
milling- to feed-grade wheat grain in storage from 89% milling
grade in August 2010 to 52% a year later, with a consequent
impact on price (ABS 2011). The wet seasonal climatic
conditions in 2010 also led to severe disease epidemics further
reducing wheat yield and grain quality (Neate and McIntyre
2011). In October 2011, the pasture areas of central-west
Queensland suffered a final consequence of these extreme
(‘favourable’) conditions for biomass production in 2010–11,
when almost 4000 km2 of feed was burnt out by fires (Arthur and
Phillips 2011). These ‘short-term’ impacts of climate variations
on local production are expected to bemorekeenly experienced in
20–30 years or more, when the Australian population consumes
a greater proportion of our current food exports, and when global
food security becomes more strained by population pressure
and ‘aspirational’ food consumption patterns, i.e. increased
consumption of meat products (Howden et al. 2010). While
these ‘extreme’ impacts do not have simple agronomic or
genetic solutions, their existence will likely put pressure on
policy decisions (i.e. influencing what to grow where) and on
agronomic and genetic solutions to the less extreme impacts, i.e.
moderate but not ‘lethal’ events such as increased temperature,
drought, or waterlogging.

As a complement to changes in agronomic management,
plant breeding is a convenient technological response to
environmental challenges (e.g. Yadav et al. 2011), but
considerable time and investment is required for this
technology to deliver changes in the productivity or quality of
varieties. The genetic basis of adaptation to environments is
complex, and it is difficult to unravel what sets of genes are
required for optimal performance and to explain the interactions
of genes controlling any given trait. Investment in plant
breeding requires assessment of when and where this is the
most economical response for an industry in dealing with
climate change. In some cases, such as the emergence of a
new strain of a pathogen causing disease, or the need for a
specific quality profile in a product, plant breeding is the
only practical solution. The next sections will consider the
projected climate changes affecting Australia, the relative risks
of climate change for different cultivated plant species, and
a summary of how breeding is currently utilised in these
species. We then aim to provide some context to explain the
process of modern plant breeding, particularly for Australia,
and how the investments in understanding plant genetics can

contribute to efforts to adapt to climate change and maintain
food security.

Australian production environments and expected climate
change effects on weather conditions

Human activities are increasing the atmospheric concentrations
of key greenhouse gases such asCO2,methane (CH4), and nitrous
oxide (N2O) (IPCC 2007). The increasing concentrations of
these gases affect the radiation budget of the earth, keeping
the atmosphere warmer than it would otherwise be. The
concentration of CO2, the main human-emitted greenhouse
gas, is now 392mmolmol–1 (February 2012, www.co2now.
org), 40% above the pre-industrial concentration of
280mmolmol–1 (IPCC 2007). There is strong evidence that
these anthropogenic changes in atmospheric composition are
affecting the climate at global, continental, and even regional
levels (IPCC2007). In addition to the effect on climate processes,
elevated CO2 has significant and relatively well-understood
effects on crops, increasing water, solar radiation, and N-use
efficiencies with—all else being equal—increasing yield,
especially in C3 photosynthesis species (Tubiello et al. 2007b).
Depending on which greenhouse emissions trajectory occurs,
concentrations of CO2 may rise to up to 1000mmolmol–1 by the
end of this century.

The key climate variables for cropping systems are the
maximum and minimum temperatures, rainfall, solar radiation,
vapour pressure deficit, and wind speed. Changes in extreme
temperatures, rainfall, and the duration and frequency of drought
conditions will particularly affect agricultural industries. A range
of indices may be computed from these climate variables,
including chilling requirements and days above a temperature
threshold that are critical for horticultural commodities. Here,
we summarise briefly the projected changes over forthcoming
decades, drawing on the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report
(Hennessy et al. 2007).

Climate change projections using results from a range of
global climate models and emissions scenarios suggest that
average Australian temperatures in cropping regions will
increase (relative to 1990), by 0.3–1.58C in 2030, by
0.6–3.48C in 2050, and by 1.2�58C in 2070 (CSIRO and
BoM 2007). Slightly greater increases are expected in the
northern cropping regions (where summer crops are grown)
than in the more southerly, winter cropping regions, and
greater increases in inland sites compared with those nearer to
the coast. These increases in average temperatures are consistent
with the existing warming trends recorded over the past three
decades. The projected increases in average temperatures are
likely to be accompanied by marked increases in the frequency
of hot days (temperatures >358C), such that by 2030 the mean
area of Australia experiencing what, historically, have been
exceptionally hot years is likely to increase to 60–80%
compared with the historical expectation of 5% (Hennessy
et al. 2008). As well, there is a likelihood of decreases in cold
nights and associated frost risk to crops, at least in the northern
cropping region.

Climatemodel projections suggest annual decreases in rainfall
over the cropping regions of south-east and south-west Australia,
with a tendency for annual rainfall increases inmuch of Tasmania
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and summer rainfall increases in the north-east of the continent
(CSIRO and BoM 2007). Substantial seasonal rainfall changes
are projected, with decreases likely in winter and spring.
However, it is important to note there is a large range and
uncertainty around expected changes in future rainfall,
including both seasonal declines and increases, requiring
ongoing review of climate trends and their causes. Historical
decreases in rainfall in south-east and south-west Australia over
the last several decades, particularly in autumn and winter,
respectively, have recently been attributed to climate change
(Timbal et al. 2009).

For plant production, variation in rainfall will have impacts on
the occurrence of drought events in rainfed production areas and
on the supply of water for supplementary irrigation. Droughts
are expected to increase in both frequency and spatial extent
as a result of climate change, particularly in the south-west of
Western Australia and Victorian regions. For example, under the
high emissions climate change scenario used in Hennessy et al.
(2008), using current definitions, droughts would occur almost
twice as often in most regions and almost four times as often in
the south-west of Western Australia. Rainfall changes will also
affect the dynamics of surface and groundwater resources
that supply the water used in irrigated cropping in Australia
(Khan 2008). By 2030, annual water availability in the
Murray–Darling Basin (MDB) could change significantly, with
possible substantial decreases (26–45% reductions depending on
catchment) to increases (up to 19% in one catchment), with the
median scenario indicating consistent but varying reductions
across all catchments. There is a tendency for more negative
scenarios in the southern catchments than in the more northern
catchments (CSIRO 2008). On the positive side, reductions in
deep soil drainage arising from lower rainfall and higher
evaporation rates may lessen the risk of dryland salinisation
(van Ittersum et al. 2003).

The growing agreement between emergent climatic trends
over the last 20–30 years and the projected changes in climate
derived independently from global climate models provides
additional confidence that the projected climate changes are
not unrealistic and, hence, are a reasonable basis for assessing
climate adaptation options.

Systems of cultivated plant species and relative production
risks due to climate change

Plants are susceptible to both direct abiotic effects of climate
(i.e. elevated CO2, heat, drought, salinity, waterlogging) and
indirect biotic effects through climate effects on the population
and virulence of various pests and pathogens. The effects of
climate change on cultivated species will vary with the
evolutionary history of the species as well as their agricultural
history. Inmodernfield production systems, the effects of climate
variability and change can bemediated within-season by farming
practices and by the choice of cultivar (genotype) that is grown
(e.g. Stokes and Howden 2010). Many crop species are already
grown in a diverse range of environments, such that adaptation to
local climates has been a strong selection criterion. To adapt
to climate change, the local farmers will need to have access to
the right combination of genes for future climates—a ‘climate-
change-ready’ cultivar. For any given location and crop, such

cultivars may already exist but are currently grown in another
geographic location in Australia or elsewhere; such locations
could be considered proxies for ‘future’ climate at a given
location. In the case of high-value, glasshouse-grown species,
the impact of climate change is indirect and is mainly delivered
via its effect on the energy costs of maintaining these artificial
environments. Extreme catastrophic events (cyclones, flooding,
long-term drought, heat-waves, fires, severe outbreaks of insect
or disease) can particularly affect these high-value production
systems, and breeding is rarely a viable solution, although it
can sometimes contribute to the ability of plants to survive
such events and recover. In general, these events are best
handled via production-based risk-management at the farm,
regional, and national levels as discussed elsewhere in this
special issue.

In existing production systems, both management and
breeding solutions contribute to the moderation of the effects
of abiotic and biotic stress. Higher value species are frequently
supplied with irrigation, protected from pests (by spraying
protectants or breeding tolerant genotypes), or are grown in
protected environments (glasshouses and greenhouses) to
manage both abiotic and biotic stress. Beneficial insect and
microbial species are also managed in such systems, such as
pollinator insects or practices that promote beneficial soil
microbes (Wakelin et al. 2010). Plant species are vulnerable to
a range of bio-security threats. In addition to the potential
effects of climate on the rate of incursion of exotic pests
(Legreve and Duveiller 2010) or the evolution of endemic
pathogen strains (Chakraborty and Datta 2003), climate
change will influence interactions between pest and crop
species, affecting the productivity and quality of the products.
In plants, the mechanisms of resistance to pests and pathogens
operate through structural (i.e. cell walls), biochemical, and
physiological means. Climate change influences these
mechanisms and can potentially make a resistant variety more
susceptible (Chakraborty et al. 2008). We discuss the influence
of climate change on pest and pathogens further in later sections.

The performance of different genotypes and the breeding
methods used to realise performance are influenced by the
end-use of the species; that is, plant products can be
categorised into those based on biomass production (e.g.
pastures, sugarcane, forestry, biofuels) and those based on the
production of reproductive or specialised organs (grains,
horticultural species). In some species, breeding focuses more
on product yield, while in other species, quality or amenity is the
major selection criterion. Where a pathogen produces toxins or
other harmful compounds, breeding for disease resistance can
improve quality and food safety in addition to increasing yield.
Other than extreme events mentioned above, the impacts of
climate change include those that affect patterns of heat and
drought stress that may be experienced through the life cycle of
the plant. There is also a potentially beneficial impact of climate
change in plant species that use the C3-type photosynthesis
pathway, in that elevated CO2 produces a ‘fertilisation’ effect
by increasing the potential photosynthetic rate and increases the
potential WUE of leaves (Tubiello et al. 2007a). However, these
and other physiological changes can also modify resistance of
crops to pest and diseases, a consideration in harnessing these
benefits.
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Biomass-based products are generally more tolerant of
the impacts of climate change such as increased average
temperatures, but genetic improvement to adapt through
breeding can be quite slow due to long cycle times and longer
‘replacement’ times (i.e. time for a new variety to be introduced)
in perennial and regenerative systems such as pastures, forests,
and sugarcane. In southern regions of Australia, many pastures
have been ‘improved’ over time through the inclusion of clovers
or legumes into the species mixtures, together with the use of
fertilisers, particularly phosphorus (P).Much of the rain-fed grain
production region includes longer term rotations with pasture
production, i.e. grain-and-graze systems. In the northern regions
of Australia, pastures are potentially at greater risk of flooding,
to the degree that climate change may be expected to increase
the frequency of low pressure systems and cyclones, as is
currently observed during La Niña events. These events have
three major consequences for coastal weather: high rainfall, high
wind speed, and low radiation levels. Regional sugarcane yields
have already been shown to be vulnerable toLaNiña high-rainfall
seasons (Everingham and Reason 2011). While pastures and
forests can be reasonably resilient to wet conditions including
waterlogging, sugarcane productivity is severely compromised
by low radiation, and by submergence and lodging. A local
impact of intense low-pressure systems, including cyclones, is
the combination of intense rainfall and high wind speeds, which
causes lodging and reduction of sugar content in sugarcane
(Singh et al. 2002) and, potentially, damage to plantation
forests. Northern inland pasture systems are generally favoured
by La Niña events (Park et al. 2003) and could respond
positively to climate change in terms of productivity, albeit
with a need to buffer production between years of high
and low rainfall (O’Reagain et al. 2011). Any increase in
growing season temperature or in high-temperature events will
affect the dynamics of production, but adaptation can be
implemented through pasture and animal management (Stokes
and Howden 2010).

For pasture and forest systems across Australia, an additional
impact of increased frequency of extreme seasons (cycles of wet
and dry/hot seasons) is an increase in fire risk and fire intensity
(Sullivan 2010; King et al. 2011). While moderate-heat fires are
part of the cycle of regeneration of pastures (particularly in
northern pasture areas), severe fires which can follow ‘good’
growing seasons can impact on both the future productivity and
the species composition of pastures (Dyer and Stafford Smith
2003). Pasture and stocking management is generally the
appropriate response to this type of impact, although breeding
may have a potential role through improvements in fire tolerance,
regeneration, and competitive ability of pasture species. In
extensive pasture regions, the potential contribution from
breeding is mostly limited to southern areas, as the majority of
northern pastures are based on native species, partly augmented
by the use of introduced legumes. Crimp et al. (2010) have
reviewed the potential impacts of climate change on both
livestock and pasture production for southern regions, and the
implications for adaptive capacity.

The impacts of climate change on the quality of biomass
products are not well documented. For their respective end-uses,
the components of a product in terms of fibre, cellulose, protein,
and energy content are essential contributors to value. During

periods of accelerated growth (via elevated CO2 and/or
temperature, and/or rainfall), pastures generally increase in
fibre content (e.g. Tran et al. 2009), which decreases
digestibility and efficiency of feed conversion. In sugarcane,
the ratio of sugar to fibre is decreased at higher temperatures
(Inman-Bamber et al. 2011), while for forests there are potential
impacts onwood quality, as demonstrated in FACE (free-air CO2

enrichment) experiments with poplar species (Luo et al. 2005).
In both tropical and temperate pasture systems, the composition
of species could be influenced by climate resulting in a decrease
in the overall nutritive value of the pasture (Schenk et al. 1997),
but in other circumstances, increased legume competitiveness
may increase nutritive value (e.g. Howden et al. 2008), with the
expectation of flow-on impacts for animal weight gain in both
cases. At present, little is known about the potential local and
regional impacts of such climate influences on product quality, or
the extent to which resilience to these effects on quality can be
bred into the species.

Extreme temperature events (severe frost or heat waves) can
be devastating for most cultivated plant species, especially if
they do not have reserve capacity for growth (e.g. underground
storage organs, ratooning capacity, etc.). Species that develop
‘organ-based’ products are also susceptible to moderate heat,
frost, drought, or waterlogging stresses at specific stages of
their life-cycle, especially when the plants are seedlings, or are
in stages associated with the flowering period. For example, an
increased incidence of high temperature ‘heat shock’ events
impacts greatly on the reproductive potential of crops to
maintain their yield and quality, whether they be field or
horticultural crops (Stokes and Howden 2010). For products
that are grown in controlled environments (use of irrigation,
glasshouses, and greenhouses) and/or are relatively small in
area and high in value, a practical response to potential climate
change is to adjust the controlled environment (energy and water
permitting) or to shift the industry to a more favourable
production area given the changed climate. These adaptations
are facilitated by management and policy responses, and are
unlikely to be suited to a plant-breeding solution. The exceptions
are when the product cannot be grown economically elsewhere
or where the product must be grown in situ, i.e. Australia’s
major grain crops (wheat, sorghum, barley), oil seeds (canola,
chickpea), cotton, as well as amenity species such as turf which
are needed in a specific location. In these species, the breeding
solutions can build on existing global experience in the breeding
of varieties for adaptation to a large range of environments
(Braun et al. 2010).

Limited data are available about the genetic variation in
response to elevated CO2. For several high-value species, such
as tomato (Lindhout and Pet 1990), genetic variation for response
to elevated CO2 is known to exist. Glasshouse production of
major vegetables (tomato, pepper, cucumber) in temperate
regions of Europe, USA, and Asia is frequently under
artificially elevated CO2 conditions, such that vegetable
breeding (largely within commercial companies) has been
directed towards improvement for these conditions for up to
30 years. In Australia, relatively little horticultural production
occurs in glasshouse environments. There are potentially
opportunities to use known genetic resources that have been
identified for elevated CO2 glasshouses in the development of
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new varieties for future elevated CO2 conditions in open fields or
greenhouses.

Comparedwith biomass products, organ-based plant products
in open-field conditions are frequently subject to management
input of greater value, such as irrigation, fertiliser, protection
against pests and diseases, and promotion of favourable insect
and microbe species. These investments are all susceptible to
local effects of climate, and therefore climate change. Poor
management of these inputs results in decreased product
quality and value and low efficiencies of resource use, with
few options to moderate these via breeding, e.g. where the
water use per unit of biomass produced (WUE) of plants is
decreased by high temperature and low humidity conditions.
For example, cotton quality has been shown to be decreased by
heat tolerance, but useful genetic variation exists for this trait and
could contribute to improved newvarieties (Azhar et al. 2009). In
warmer climates, the daily requirement for irrigation is greater
than in cooler environments, although for annual crops, this may
bemoderated by an effect of temperature which shortens the crop
cycle but in the process may reduce crop yield. Fertiliser
requirements are moderated by both direct effects of climate
(e.g. leaching and volatilisation by rainfall) and the indirect
demands to match growth requirements. Dwyer et al. (2007)
looked at changes in nutritional status, particularly N, as affected
by climate change. They found a decreasedN concentration in C3

species under elevated CO2. More recently, Erbs et al. (2010)
demonstrated that the quality offlourwouldbe lowerwhengrown
under elevated CO2 at low to moderate levels of N fertiliser. For
both water and nutrients (especially N and P), there are active
breeding programswith severalfield crops that aim to increase the
efficiency with which these resources are used, i.e. more crop per
unit of input.

The maintenance of yield and quality under pest and disease
pressure has always been a core target of breeding programs, and
will remain so with climate change. A major challenge is to
anticipate the potentially devastating impacts of new diseases or
pests in a given location. More recent considerations in adapting
to climate effects have includedmanagement of the soilmicrobial
communities to suppress disease development (Mazzola
2010); that is, plant breeding can contribute by increasing root
exudation and rhizodeposition to selectively enrich species
and communities of pathogen-suppressive microbes. To
consider how plant breeding can contribute to adaptation to
climate change, it is helpful to first consider the activities that
are undertaken in a screening and selection program and the
intervention points that can be used.

While much crop and pasture production in Australia is
generally regarded as being quite marginal in terms of the
impact of climate and climate extremes on profitability, it has
been viable due to the broad scale of properties and operations.
After its most rapid expansion in number of farmers after World
War II, the last 30 years has seen a decline in farmer numbers and
a substantial consolidation of properties in pastures, crops, and
horticulture (George et al. 2005), as well as the privatisation of
many of the previously state-owned forests. Even given a 2�38C
increase in temperature,muchofAustralia’s cropping andpasture
regions will still be ‘within’ the existing physical climatic
adaptation range when considering the climates of regions in
other parts of the world where these crop and pasture species are

produced. In most field crops, there would be a need for the
Australian germplasm base to be ‘shifted’ from its current
adaptation profile in terms of development rate and tolerance
of higher temperature conditions (Zheng et al. 2012). At the
lowest rainfall regions along the interior edges of the existing
wheatbelt, the combinationof existingor lower rainfall andhigher
temperatures could make wheat production unprofitable,
depending on how much adaptation is available through
breeding and management. Varieties of other major crops such
as sorghum, sugarcane, and cotton should also be able to be
developed for future temperature regimes, as these crops are
already grown in locations hotter than in Australia. To the degree
that breeding efforts elsewhere have developed varieties of fruits
and vegetables with specific adaptation to high temperature
conditions, it would be expected that breeding companies will
bring that germplasm toAustralia. The production levels and seed
market for these species are not large enough to sustain ‘climate-
change breeding programs’, although physiological research into
potentially adaptive traits and their genetic control would likely
be useful in informing international commercial breeding efforts.

Characteristics of breeding programs and opportunities
to intervene to accelerate adaptation to climate change

Plant breeding is an incremental and cyclical process of selecting
and crossing the most elite performing cultivars, and evaluating
their progeny to identify those which are best adapted to a ‘target
population of environments’ (TPE). Breeding is undertaken
by both public and private breeding programs for a great range
of environments. For example, private breeding companies
are estimated to have contributed to >50% of the impressive
improvements in maize yield in the USA, with genetic
improvement predicted to have increased by 56 kg ha–1 year–1

between 1930 and 1990 in central Iowa (Duvick 1992). The
remaining improvement is attributed to changes in crop
management over time, although it is clear that the change was
related to an interaction between genotype and management;
the new maize hybrids only perform substantially better than
the old ones when they are grown in modern high-density, high-
input management conditions (Duvick 2005). For most of the
major staple food crops, there are large public international
breeding programs, for example those contributing to the
Green Revolution of the 1960s and 70s in wheat and rice. As
Braun et al. (2010) outlined, the structure of ‘global’ programs is
designed to facilitate the identification and exchange of parental
germplasm among smaller breeding programs operating in a
diverse range of environments. Beyond the Green Revolution
areas of irrigated production, Lantican et al. (2003) showed that
the yield impact of such programs in drought- and heat-affected
environments were also responsible for increases of 2–3% per
annum through the 1980s and 1990s.

Breeding of any plant species takes time, especially in forest
and plantation species. Even in annual crops, the breeding of
specific adaptations may take 10–30 years in order to:

1. Assess the potential impact (intensity and incidence) of a new
environmental challenge;

2. Identify traits for adaptation to the new environmental
challenge;
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3. Find genetic variation for the traits in existing or wild
accessions of the species;

4. Introduce and select for these new genetic sources to develop
cultivars through conventional, molecular, or engineering
approaches;

5. Evaluate in large plots and release cultivars for adoption by
growers.

Plant breeding programs comprise a parental pool of germplasm
lines that is targeted to some geographic region and for which
the environmental challenges to production, quality, and end-use
can be defined (Fig. 1); see also Mullan and Barrett-Lennard
(2010) for a detailed diagram explaining breeding processes for
incorporating new genetic variation, and discussions by Dreccer
et al. (2011), who outlined approaches to breeding wheat and
rice for a changing climate. Crosses are made between existing
parental lines, and also with introductions of new germplasm
carrying potentially useful traits. The term ‘indirect selection’ is
often used to describe the selection of genotypes in a breeding
program based on traits other than those which are specifically of
interest to growers of the crop. Indirect selection requires that the
trait is heritable, can be efficientlymeasured, andhas a genetically
correlated relationship with the trait of interest, i.e. yield or
quality. This process incrementally improves the ‘average’
adaptation of the parental pool, and with the generation of new
genetic variability via crossing and introductions, this increases
the opportunity to find lines that are better than the existing
cultivars. Thepotential interventionpoints to influence abreeding
programare to change the priorities for the traits being selected; to
develop, introduce, and screen new sources of genetic variation

for specific traits; to adjust the selection pressures and screening
procedures for specific traits; and to utilise different breeding
methods to accelerate the discovery of optimal genetic
combinations. Across the many steps in the breeding program,
there is an almost infinite number of possible manipulations
of traits through various breeding methods and variations in
population size and selection decisions. The variety of options
is such that breeders in several commercial and public programs
have developed and applied computer simulation tools to
attempt to optimise these decisions for a whole range of
breeding questions (Podlich and Cooper 1998; Chapman et al.
2002; Cooper et al. 2005).

The following sections elaborate on the list of breeding
tasks given above, and aim to provide an outline of how plant
breeding decisions are made and the technological advantages
and limitations of the methods currently available.

Assessing potential impact—defining target environments
and adaptive traits

For public breeding programs, the geographic target region may
be quite large and even trans-continental, while private breeding
programs tend to focus on specific regions (hundreds to thousands
of square kilometres) where profitable breeding outcomes can be
delivered to farmers. Breeding programs have multiple targets
for their end-products, and every new target that is included in the
selection process has the potential to slow genetic gain towards
other targets. Hence, breeding programs are not easily modified
to include selection for new traits or environmental challenges,
unless the challenges are essential for the breeding program to
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selection 

(+ trait 
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Fig. 1. Basic components of a modern breeding program. Solid arrows show germplasm flow as it is introduced, improved, and
delivered as cultivars. Hatched arrows show where environment (either on-farm or managed in breeding program) impacts
phenotyping and selection. Open arrows show information flow from core technologies of program (phenotyping methods,
DNA analysis, statistical prediction) to select parents and cultivars.
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be viable within its mandate region. To remain viable, breeding
programs need first to maintain the adaptation of a species to a
region, and second to develop their cultivars to compete in the
seed market for that region. If climate change becomes
sufficiently severe to cause a species to no longer be grown in
a region, thenbreedingwouldbeno longer necessary for that area.
The decisions that need to be made in breeding programs in the
face of climate change are: (1) will the plant species remain viable
in a given region, and (2) how can the plant species be adapted to
continue to provide an economically desirable yield and quality.

Within a target breeding region for any species, there exists
spatial variation in soil type and spatial and temporal variation
in weather, disease spectrum, and management. This results in
the possibility of many ‘niche’ adaptations, for which breeders
cannot develop the optimal variety as the niches vary across space
and time. The consequential genotype� environment (GE)
interaction is perhaps the major challenge to developing new
varieties with optimal adaptation across multiple seasons
within a target breeding region. The phenomenon is described
by quantitative genetic theory as when the same set of genotypes
vary greatly in yield or quality between environments
(heterogeneity of variance) or are re-ranked (lack of genetic
correlation) (Cooper and Hammer 1996). To a large degree,
plant breeders do not have ‘control’ over the sampling of
environments, especially in non-irrigated locations, leading to
poor sampling and prediction for the TPE. The TPE describes the
possible set of ‘environmental types’ (ET) that could impact on a
breeding program, i.e. pests, diseases, and seasonal patterns of
environmental effects are all part of theTPE. Tolerance to pests or
diseases tends to be an ‘all or nothing’ decision within a breeding
program (i.e. the TPE includes ‘+ rust’ as an environment type),
while interactions between the growing crop and its abiotic
environment over a season generate a range of ETs within the
TPE. Characterising the TPE for climate adaptation has been
facilitated by the use of crop simulation models. For sorghum
(Chapman et al. 2000), maize (Löffler et al. 2005), and wheat
(Chenu et al. 2011) breeding programs, models have been run
using historical weather records to characterise the frequency of
different drought and heat ETs as affected by temperature,
rainfall, and soil type, and these ETs have contributed to
explaining the observed GE interaction in breeding trials.
This approach is used to allow the analysis of breeding data
with respect to the frequency of occurrence of different ETs and
consequently to determine the need for the creation of a specific
environmental screen, which ensures that genotypes are exposed
to ETs that could affect their performance in the target region.
In the context of climate change, this characterisation of the TPE
can be undertaken using generated weather records for ‘future’
climate scenarios in order to determine which ETs (patterns of
drought, heat stress, and waterlogging) will be experienced with
what frequency, and hence to determine how that will impact on
the efficiency of the breeding program and the design of relevant
phenotypic screens, e.g. high temperature screens at different
stages of growth.

Apart from adaptation to elevated CO2, the adaptive traits for
climate change conditions (heat, drought, salinity, waterlogging)
are already considered as part of most plant-species breeding
programs. The challenge is to determine which traits will have
greatest impact and therefore require more emphasis in the

breeding program than is currently the case. This can be
partially addressed by the same TPE concepts described
above. However, such decisions are constrained by how well
we can predict the degree and the potential spatial distribution of
climate-change effects, i.e. the future TPE. The downscaling of
predicted scenarios from global climate models is an uncertain
science, and it is difficult to refine expected impacts much below
scales of several 1000 km2 in area; however, this approximately
coincides with the geographic target region of many breeding
programs, and still possible to determine the potential range of
climate change effects for a breeding region. Downscaling
is typically needed to estimate the potential range of regional
impacts based on different assumptions, as shown for wheat
production in Victoria (O’Leary et al. 2011). As mentioned in
the Introduction, the magnitude and the rate of projected change
in climate also contain unavoidable uncertainty because of
difficulty in accurately characterising human-induced emissions
or the likelihood of scientific and technological discovery to
transform society. Therefore, the use of the TPE approach may
largely be limited to the determination of the frequency and
intensity with which more extreme events are likely to occur,
and whether that frequency and intensity is able to be tolerated by
existing or potential germplasm lines.

Accessing and developing useful genetic resources
for climate change

Plant species are subjected to a diverse range of selection and
breeding activities. For most cultivated plant species used in
Australian agricultural systems, there has been selective
evaluation and/or breeding of the species since the arrival of
European settlers. Many of the original crop introductions were
not well adapted to Australian environments, which were
typically warmer, drier, and at lower latitudes than Europe.
For example, ‘winter’ wheats from the UK were poorly
adapted to Australian environments as their vernalisation and
photoperiod requirements for flowering were not met. William
James Farrer developed and promoted the wheat variety
‘Federation’ in 1903 and is credited with having a substantial
impact on the demonstration and continued contribution ofwheat
breeding in Australia (Fischer 2011). Wheat breeding programs
were established by all of the wheat-growing states, supplying
new varieties and exchanging parental lines between breeding
programs. These programs also established long-term
collaborations with international institutes such as CIMMYT
in Mexico to access the high-yielding wheats developed
during the Green Revolution (Reynolds and Borlaug 2006)
and, more recently, ‘derived synthetic’ wheats, which were
created at CIMMYT by new methods to cross wild wheat
relatives into durum and bread wheat germplasm (Trethowan
and Mujeeb-Kazi 2008). Together with changes in the rotation
andmanagement ofwheat crops, these domestic and international
breeding efforts in Australia have contributed to a consistent
increase in mean wheat yield of 1–2% per year for >70 years,
despite the rainfall constraints in our wheat-growing regions
(Fischer 2011) and soil. Following a period of exotic
introductions, similar long-term investments in breeding have
occurred in the major crop species, i.e. sorghum, sugarcane,
cotton, rice, and oilseeds. For most other cultivated species
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(i.e. pastures, forests, fruits, nuts, vegetables, grapes), changes in
varieties occurred mainly through the evaluation of wild
accessions, i.e. either from other regions of Australia or
sourced internationally and brought through quarantine. In
Australia, this introduction and consequent breeding of
improved varieties happened mainly via public breeding
programs, until the last 20 years, when public breeding efforts
were largely privatised and commercial companies began to play
a greater role in the supply of plant varieties in a whole range of
species, both food and non-food.

The genetic resources of perennial species such as fruits,
grapes, pastures, and forests are typically developed more
slowly than for annual crops. While introduction via
quarantine and multiplication of individuals can sometimes be
accelerated by tissue culture and cloning, the testing of these
species for adaptive traits is long term, due to their growth and
production characteristics. As with annual species, the strong
international links of both Australian research agencies and
breeding companies are important in the identification and
introduction of potentially useful varieties and parental lines.
Even in Australian native species such as macadamia and
eucalyptus, international selection and breeding activities have
developed improved germplasm resources that should be
monitored for their potential utility in addressing challenges of
climate change.

For Australian farmers, continued access to germplasm
banks and international breeding programs for major crops is
particularly important to meet the potential challenges of climate
change. These efforts will need to consider interactions with
changing management due to climate change itself (climate
adaptation and mitigation) and also anticipated alterations in
technologies, social preferences (e.g. environmental regulation
or subsidisation), and input and output prices. Even for annual
crop species, thedelivery of anewvarietywith anewcombination
of traits can easily take 10–15 years, and this does not really begin
until the need for these traits has been identified. For the major
crops (wheat, sorghum, sugarcane, cotton, grain legumes),
Australia has research and development corporations (RDCs)
that are jointly funded by producers and government. Part of the
functionof theseRDCs is to fundgermplasmcollections and ‘pre-
breeding’ activities that aim to anticipate the future needs of
breeding companies for new traits and parental lines. However, it
is only recently (last 2–3 years) that the RDCs and other research
agencies have begun to considerwhether and how to develop new
genetic resources specifically for the challenges of climate
change, mainly temperature.

Complementing breeding activities to develop useful
germplasm resources, there have been rapid increases in the
last 20 years in the characterisation and understanding of the
genome sequences of major plant species and their use to
investigate environmental stresses (e.g. Fleury et al. 2010).
Initial approaches were to develop panels of genetic markers
(tens to thousands) that could be used to characterise each
germplasm line in a given collection. This method partitions
germplasm collections into different groups that reflect their
natural or artificial selection history, and allows breeders to
choose lines and to define crossing and breeding strategies that
best utilise the available genetic diversity. A more specific
application of genetic characterisation is genome sequencing,

which allows the determination of which versions (alleles) of any
single gene exist in any given germplasm line, and where in the
genome those genes are located, so that breeders can quickly
select specific alleles and recombine these into new lines. Of
the main crop species grown in Australia, only rice and sorghum
have been fully genome-sequenced, although international
research activities are under way in wheat, cotton, sugarcane,
grape, eucalyptus, and various fruit, nut, vegetable, and pasture
species. An example of the efficient combination of both
germplasm and gene-sequence resources is for sorghum
breeding in Australia. Researchers have catalogued the genetic
‘locations’ of major genes of known function (Mace and Jordan
2010), as well as quantitative trait loci (QTL), which are
experiment-derived ‘estimates’ of other useful genes (Mace
and Jordan 2011). This information is being used during the
development of specific populations of lines that have been
created by backcrossing a large number of exotic parents onto
an adapted parent (Jordan et al. 2011). The lines in these
populations are tested in extensive field experiments to
estimate the value of exotic alleles, and to utilise these in
developing new sorghum parents for delivery to commercial
breeding programs.

‘Building’ and delivering new varieties

Once a new trait target is identified, together with a method of
phenotypic screening for that trait, a breeding program typically
screens its own germplasm, as well as germplasm from national
and international collections, in order to locate genotypic lines
with improved performance for the trait, e.g. reduced pollen
sterility at high temperature. As discussed above, the
effectiveness of the new trait typically needs to be validated in
field tests before breeding for the trait. Once that is proven, the
time in which the trait can be transferred to adapted lines will
depend on the complexity of its genetic control (and thereby the
heritability of the trait), and the degree to which the donor line is
‘exotic’. Existing commercial varieties of wheat, for example,
have been tuned to Australian production environments over the
last 50–100 years. So, the discovery of a useful trait in a wild
relative of wheat will require that the trait be evaluated over
several generations (and 5–15 years) as it is backcrossed several
times to an otherwise adapted variety, with the progeny of each
crossbeing screenedand selected at eachgeneration. In the caseof
high-value or novel traits, a breeding programmay elect to apply
biotechnology methods in a gene discovery activity in order
to determine which versions of genes are responsible for the
expression of the trait. Such methods are becoming more
commonly used in wheat for the selection of genes of major
effect (disease resistance, grain quality, and flowering time), with
part of the challenge being to ‘optimise’ how to use such genes
(e.g. Wang et al. 2009).

Two major advances in delivering varieties are the use of
‘indirect’ phenotyping (remote sensing) to measure plant growth
(phenomics), and the use of biotechnology to accelerate selection
and generation of new genotypes. The term ‘phenomics’ derives
from ‘genomics’, which is the study of gene sequences, gene
expression, and genetic diversity. The methods of phenomics
include automated, robotic, and/or computer-aided technologies
which aim to provide a high throughput of individuals
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(see Furbank 2009, and papers in the same issue of Functional
Plant Biology). These measures can be applied in glasshouses
(Sirault et al. 2009; Montes et al. 2011; White et al. 2012) or
aerial vehicles (Merz and Chapman 2006; Lelong et al.
2008; Berni et al. 2009). Breeding companies have a strong
demand for technologies that operate in realistic field-evaluation
conditions. For example, a ‘wind machine’ has been developed
that is able to generate the forces that cause corn stalks to break
during late-season storms (Anon. 2009). This development is
partially in response to climate change projectionswhich indicate
potential increases in the occurrence rate of more extreme events
including storms and cyclones/hurricanes as well as drought
periods.

Whitford et al. (2010) describe in detail how applications
of biotechnology can contribute to breeding to improve
adaptation to climate change, giving specific examples of
previous experiences or opportunities. They summarise recent
developments in biotechnology applications and how these
can be used to address issues of greater temperature extremes,
limited water supply, salination, disease challenges, and fertiliser
use. The two major biotechnologies described are marker-
assisted selection and genetic engineering. Marker-assisted
selection leads to the identification of genetic markers that
allow the tracking of pieces of DNA from the donor parent to
ensure that these are transferred to progeny during the
backcrossing. In the genetic engineering approach (also known
as genetic modification, or GM), and where the control of the
trait is ‘simple’, a single version of a gene may be identified
from the same or different species and can be directly transferred
into an existing variety. During the discovery phase, these
biotechnological approaches inevitably take longer and are
more expensive than conventional methods. However, once
markers or a version of a gene have been identified, the
process of delivering a useful trait into existing varieties can
be typically achieved in <2 years, compared with 5–15 years for
each transfer using conventional methods. Over time, as the trait
becomes distributed throughout the parental pool, there is no
longer any need to select for it directly, as all of the parental
lines will carry the adaptive versions of the gene(s). The main
advantage of GM approaches is a capability to introduce genetic
variation from unrelated species into a target species. For
example, in the case of heat tolerance, there are plant species
that can tolerate extreme heat conditions, and which may carry
genes for adaptations at biochemical level to increase the
tolerance of plant tissues to such conditions.

In most crops, the final steps of conventional or
biotechnology-assisted breeding programs are the broad-scale
evaluation of genotypes for potential release into commercial
testing, and increase for market. This stage usually requires at
least 2 years of testing at multiple locations in the geographic
target region of the breeding program. A range of other
technologies are deployed at these and earlier steps in the
breeding program. These include best-practice design and
statistical analysis of breeding trials, and methodologies in
crossing and propagation of genotypes that accelerate the
generation times. These practices will continue to develop, but
as with marker-assisted selection and genetic modification,
none of these methods is specific to the breeding of species for
climate change adaptation. The specific components of breeding

for any type of adaptation trait are in determining the potential
impact of increased trait expression on profitability or stability
of product yield and quality, developing phenotypic or gene-
marker based screens to monitor inheritance of the trait, and
identifying and transferring useful genetic variation into relevant
varieties.

In Australia, the breeding of the majority of food, fibre, and
forestry species is now privatised or is via partnerships of public
and private activities. The major crops of wheat, sorghum,
sugarcane, and cotton have varying degrees of investment
into research related to all five abiotic stresses, with the current
priority ondrought and salinity. In other species (horticultural and
amenity species), these investments are modest, partly due to the
greater environmental control producers can deploy (irrigation,
greenhouses, etc.). For the food crops, public programs will
continue to have a major role in identifying useful genetic
resources and in developing these and suitable selection
methods via ‘pre-breeding’ programs. With these adapted lines
and selection methods, private breeders undertake the ‘fine-
tuning’ of adaptation to local, geographically based production
areas.

Priority adaptive ‘traits’ for potential impacts
of climate change

Determination of the priority traits is conditional upon which
environmental effects are likely to change most due to climate
change, and the extent to which the traits are already being
assessed and selected for in existing breeding programs.
Adaptation to increased temperature is an obvious concern, but
a major difficulty in the use of global climate model output is in
trying to determine how and where climate change will affect the
occurrence of heat waves (consecutive periods of temperature
5�108C above average maximum or even short periods above
physiological thresholds such as 358C). For existing climatology,
it is reasonable to say that heat waves are more common in
locations (especially drier locations) that have the highest
average temperatures, and Hennessy et al. (2008) suggest that
it is reasonable to expect an increase both in average temperature,
and in the incidence of extreme temperatures. The downscaling of
global climate models for effects on rainfall are more challenging
than for temperature, and consequently, the forecasting of local
impacts on the occurrence of drought, waterlogging, and salinity
are evenmore difficult to predict. In most food crops in Australia,
these stresses are all currently the subject of research and breeding
efforts and will need to remain within focus. Across multiple
scenarios, the only regions that consistently have a prediction for
change in rainfall are south-western and south-eastern Australia,
where most models predict reductions due to climate change, and
where recent climate changes have been in part attributed to
human influence (CSIRO andBoM2007). It could be argued that
investment in drought research should be increased for crops in
those regions in anticipation of this. For the food crops, the
development of specific trait adaptations for these conditions
have been reviewed regularly, andwere discussed recentlywithin
the context of climate change adaptation (Mullan and Barrett-
Lennard 2010; Reynolds et al. 2010b; also multiple chapters in
Yadav et al. 2011).Given that increased temperature and elevated
CO2 are the most predictable and ubiquitous effects of climate
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change, and that the genetic bases for adaptation to these effects
are relatively less researched in Australia (cf. drought and
salinity), this section focuses on the opportunities to breed for
adaptation to these two environmental effects, and to changes in
potentially associated biotic stresses.

Adaptation to high temperature and elevated
CO2 conditions

Over the last 20 years, substantial effort has been invested in
assessing the potential impacts of climate change on crop
production (e.g. Lobell and Burke 2010, and references
therein). While elevated CO2 has potentially had a positive
influence on growth in conditions of favourable water supply,
nutrition, and pest control, the size of this ‘fertilisation’ effectwill
be partially offset by accompanying higher temperature effects
over the next 20–30 years, especially in dryland production
areas (Howden et al. 2003; Hatfield and Prueger 2011). Higher
temperatures influence plant growth by accelerating development
(thereby causing a reduction in the number of ‘growing days’
and in the total radiation captured and biomass produced), and
more directly by influencing growth processes to affect the
photosynthetic capacity of leaves, the composition of biomass,
and the establishment and filling of grains or fruits.

As shown by Lobell and Burke (2010) for several crops on a
global scale and by Howden et al. (2003) and van Ittersum et al.
(2003) for wheat in Australian environments, temperature
increases of >~1�28C are likely to have negative impacts if
adaptation measures are not implemented. The primary impact
will be by shortening of the season length of the crops, and
secondary impacts occur through increased incidence of high
temperature and drought stress. Howden and Crimp (2005)
demonstrated that varietal change and alteration of planting
windows could allow wheat to maintain productivity in
Australian environments, while Craufurd and Wheeler (2009)
describe how, for a range of crops and environments, flowering
time can be manipulated to assist in avoidance of high
temperature stress. Zheng et al. (2012) published a similar
study for the Australian wheatbelt. The impact of higher
temperature on development time is not limited to crops, and
impacts from ‘recent’ climate changes have already been noted.
Earlier maturity (onset of ripening) of grapes in south-eastern
Australia has been observed in the last 15 years (Sadras and
Petrie 2011; Webb et al. 2012), and higher temperatures have
been associated elsewhere with reduced wine quality (Mira de
Orduña 2010). Duchêne et al. (2010) found similar effects on
phenology in French vines and commented on how much
the phenology of grape varieties would need to change for
future warmer climates. Due to the smaller number of growers
involved in horticultural species (vegetables, fruits, and grapes),
one rational industry response to climate change is to shift the
industry geographically, rather than to breed new varieties. This
shift has alreadybegun in several industries,most notably ingrape
production,where severalwine producers have bought properties
in cooler regions to future-proof their production (Park et al.
2012).

For many crops, their current geographical distribution sees
themadapted across a range of average seasonal temperatures that
span about 3 to 108C either side of their ‘optimum’. Hence, it is

only in the most marginal areas of current production where the
existing genetics could be completely unsuitable for an increase
of 1�28C.Wheat, for example has been adapted to environments
from the equator to 608 latitude and to altitudes (and temperature
regimes) ranging from sea level to 3000m. However, the crop
cannot be grown at low latitudes (<15–208) near sea level where
temperatures, even in winter, are too high. The challenge for
breeding programs within a target region is to determine how to
‘shift’ the genetic adaptation profile of a crop. At the least,
this will likely require transfer of genes from other germplasm
resources to modify the length of development phases, and
potentially to improve heat tolerance and/or tolerance to
drought and waterlogging and, in the longer term, salinity
tolerance if the soils are at risk. For crops where cultivars
across a large area of the current production are already near
the ‘edge’ of their physiological range, this breeding activity
will be critical and could require a substantial investment to
deliver new cultivars.

There has been much research into the adaptation of crops to
higher temperature conditions; the reader is directed particularly
to discussions and reviews contained in the recent publications
edited by Reynolds (2010) andYadav et al. (2011). The intention
here is to place this work in the context of breeding programs and
to provide only a brief summary of some of the major adaptation
responses that can be exploited through genetics as related to
changingphenologyand tolerance to high temperatures (Table 1).
Apart from phenological adaptation to avoid high temperature
and/or tomaintain season length (e.g. Zheng et al. 2012), themost
critical traits are associated with the ability of tissues to ‘keep
cool’ and tolerate either chronic heat stress (Wardlaw et al. 1989)
or short-termheat-shock conditions (Hays et al. 2007).Molecular
mechanisms such as heat-shock proteins associated with high-
temperature tolerance in the model plant Arabidopsis have not
been shown to have a clear role in cereal grain crops (Barnabas
et al. 2008; see also references in Reynolds et al. 2010a).
However, genetic variation for canopy temperature, under high
temperature conditions, has been clearly demonstrated (Pinto
et al. 2010). In both irrigated and dryland production, sufficient
roots are required to supply the water needed for cooling aerial
structures in exchange forCO2 uptake (Trethowan andMahmood
2011), and canopy temperature is a potential indicator of this
condition (Pinto et al. 2010). An alternative adaptation, leaf
waxiness, has been demonstrated to reduce transpiration in
wheat (Johnson et al. 1983) and rice (Wassmann et al. 2009).
With respect to late-season conditions, Reynolds et al. (1994)
noted that increased green leaf duration of different wheat
cultivars was associated with better adaptation to high
temperatures during grain filling. This trait is of potentially
high value in both irrigated and dryland conditions when the
plant canopy needs to continue to function during a potentially
shortened grain-filling period. Many of the traits associated with
tolerance to high temperature conditions are associated with
reproductive stages, and include variation in the time of day of
flowering (Jagadish et al. 2008), maintenance of pollen viability
(Prasad et al. 2006), and variation in the ability of ovaries and
grains to continue to grow under high temperature conditions.
Reynolds et al. (2010a) reviewed in more detail these types of
traits and their utility in irrigated v. dryland environments under
high temperature conditions.
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Theconsensus around the impact of theCO2 fertilisation effect
is that there is expected to be an improvement in photosynthetic
efficiency for C3 plants until the atmospheric concentration
reaches ~750mmolmol–1 (Seneweera and Norton 2011). Those
authors provide summaries of proportional changes in growth
and yield responses to elevated CO2 of different plant species.
They further observe that there is a reasonable expectation
that C3 plants will also have increases in efficiencies of use of
radiation, water, and N resources, especially compared with C4

species. In comparing currentwith old (~1903) varieties ofwheat,
Ziska et al. (2004) claim that breeding strategies have not been
selecting for response to elevated CO2, even given the ~20–30%
increase in atmospheric [CO2] over this time period. Hence,
they and others (Ainsworth 2008) have argued that there are
appropriate traits related to increased photosynthetic capacity,
and that decreased respiration that could improve response to
elevated CO2. Engineering of RuBisCO activity has frequently
been proposed as a target, particularly to allow the more efficient
use of the N store that is associated with this major enzyme
(Ainsworth 2008; Parry and Hawkesford 2010). Although there
is extensive literature on the response ofmany species to elevated
CO2, there is extremely limited information on the genetic
variation in response within species.

In addition to temperature, a primary issue for adaptation to
elevated CO2 environments concerns the two essential resources
of water and N supply. While breeders are actively developing
lines that have an increased efficiency of use of water and N, it is
not known what impact elevated CO2 will have on such lines,
especially in C3 species. Hatfield and Prueger (2011) outline
many of the issues around these interactions as related to plant

growth rate, energy balance and feedback, and the consequences
for WUE. Increased WUE under elevated CO2 in C3 species
occurs throughanaccelerationof plant growth, and its consequent
effect on leaf area (via elevated CO2 effects on photosynthesis)
generates a positive feedback on WUE over periods of days
andweeks.An additional positive feedback onWUE is decreased
stomatal conductance per unit leaf area, but this effect is partly
countered by the small negative impact of increased foliage
temperature (and evaporation rate) due to this decreased
conductance.

Adaptation to new pests and pathogens

Despite the global effort in germplasm evaluation, selection, and
plant breeding, an estimated US$200 billion is lost annually to
plant diseases alone; soil-borne plant parasitic nematodes and
other plant pathogens are responsible for more than half of these
losses. Crop damage from pests and pathogens is frequently the
consequence of complex biological interactions with weather at
critical crop development stages. Plant protection strategies use
short-term weather to forecast the likelihood of pest and disease
outbreaks, in order to time the application of tactical control
options such as chemical sprays. However, uncertainty under
climate change adds another layer of complexity to pest and
disease management and also to the utility of these tactical
responses (Chakraborty and Newton 2011).

Plant breeding has been largely successful in controlling
pathogens that have well-developed, highly specific genetic
interactions with the host plant. These mostly biotrophic
pathogens, such as rusts and smuts, which derive nutrients

Table 1. Examples of adaptation responses to increased average and extreme temperature

Trait Effected by Target Adaptation scale

Phenological development to optimise
timing of flowering and other events

Response to temperature Slower (or faster) response to higher temperature Plant/crop
Response to photoperiod and
vernalisation

Modify development time independent
of temperature

Plant/crop

Response to temperature, photoperiod,
and vernalisation

Match weather to crop stages (e.g. early flowering
leading to cooler grain filing conditions).
Manipulate water use between pre and
post flowering

Plant/crop

Response, avoidance, and tolerance
of high temperature in vegetative
organs

Heat-shock proteins active Protect enzyme integrity in general and
photosynthetic apparatus in particular

Molecular

Stomatal control of transpiration Transpirational cooling Molecular
Reduced respiration (especially
at night)

Lower impact of high temperatures on net growth Molecular

Increased partitioning to roots Maintain water supply and cooler canopies Organ
Increased epi-cuticular wax Leaf
rolling (ubiquitous or active
in response to stress)

Reduced heat load Organ

Stay green (reduced senescence) More growth (rate/duration) during grain filling Organ/plant
Reproductive adaptations Maintenance of ovary development,

pollen viability (rice: via tolerance
or ‘early morning’ dehiscence),
and fertilisation

Maintenance of grain number Organ/plant

Peduncle growth Normal inflorescence extrusion (keeps head
cooler, facilitates harvest)

Organ

Increased remobilisation of reserves Maintenance of grain growth Organ/plant
Product quality Enzyme responsiveness

to temperature
Maintain optimal profiles of protein/oils/sugar/
starch composition

Molecular
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only from living host plants, have been controlled by
manipulating single plant genes or a small number of plant
genes with large effects. These genes often trigger a
programmed cell death in plants when infected by a particular
race and thus starve the pathogen of nutrients. The pathogen race
is driven to near-extinction with widespread use of resistant
varieties, but with a highly plastic genome, short generation
time, and massive population size, new races evolve to
overcome host resistance. The Ug99 strain of wheat stem rust
is an example (Pretorius et al. 2000). Partial resistance that is
effective against a large number of pathogen races can be often
controlled by plant genes with intermediate and additive effects.
Necrotrophic pathogens derive nutrition from dead host tissue,
often producing toxins to first kill plant cells. Resistance, when
available, is often controlled by a few genes and is only able to
partially restrict the growth and development of the pathogen.
Unlike their biotrophic cousins, necrotrophic pathogens can grow
and maintain populations on crop residues and other organic
matter, even if partially resistant varieties temporarily restrict
their growth. Their impact on yield and quality can be magnified
if crops are under abiotic stress such as drought and heat,
particularly as some of their effects specifically damage root
and internal transport systems of plants. Necrotrophic pathogens
will likely become more damaging under climate change due to
more frequent and severe abiotic stress episodes.

Climate change will influence pest and pathogens in three
main ways, all with significant implications for plant breeding:

1. Change their geographical range and distribution;
2. Change their population genetics and biology, including

virulence spectrum and rates of evolution;
3. Change the effectivenessofdisease resistancegenes andgene

networks in plants.

With rising temperature, some cropping areas will shift pole-
ward along altitudinal gradients, and pests and pathogens
will migrate with their hosts. If crops suffer additional stress
from unsuitable soil type, topography, etc., this will further
modify the relative importance of pests and pathogens
affecting a crop and the nature and extent of damage. There
will be winners and losers, and the lifecycle of pests and
pathogens will influence their survival and impact. Changes
in other extreme events such as hurricanes will favour
transcontinental invasion of fungal pathogens. Climate
determines the distribution, development, and population
dynamics of insect pests, and so warming climates with
increased upper air movement will generally increase the
frequency of outbreaks. Complex pest assemblages and weed
species, more common in lower latitudes, will become common
in temperate regions towards the poles. Hence, new pests and
pathogens and new disease complexes will affect crops in new
environments and breeding targets will have to be revised.

Changes in plant physiology at high CO2 concentrations
influence the life cycle of insect pests, weeds, and plant
pathogens. The fecundity of many biotrophic (Hibberd et al.
1996) and necrotrophic (Melloy et al. 2010) pathogens increases
at elevated CO2. The enlarged crop canopy from a CO2

fertilisation effect increases the number of infection cycles to
further boost pathogen population, potentially increasing the rate
of evolution of new races (Chakraborty and Datta 2003).

Although the probability of mutation from avirulence to
virulence increases with increasing population size, mutation
rate depends on the avirulence gene (Leach et al. 2001) and
its fitness within a pathogen population, but predicting the
evolution of new races has not been possible. Many of the
common weeds present in Australian cropping systems have a
C3 photosynthesis pathway and, therefore, would be expected to
grow faster and become more competitive in elevated CO2

conditions. Pests and pathogens will quickly adapt to changing
climate, and there are many examples in the literature for both
insect pests (Zhou et al. 1995) and fungal pathogens (Milus et al.
2009). Changing crop phenology and an extended growing
season in some regions will support more generations of insect
pests each year, and infestations may start early and last long.
Changing crop quality at elevated CO2 will influence palatability
and concentrations of defensive chemicals, altering feeding
behaviour and interactionswith natural enemies and competitors.

Climate change can raise or lower resistance of plants to
pests and diseases. Heat and drought stress will predispose
plants to some pathogens but trigger defence mechanisms by
raising the level of expression of some genes and gene networks,
potentially increasing resistance to some pests and pathogens
(Eastburn et al. 2011). However, the limited understanding of
these complex interactions suggests that any breeding approach
will have to target a specific pest or pathogen and that ‘one-size-
fits-all’ approacheswill notwork. The effectiveness ofmany rust-
resistance genes inwheat is determined by temperature and/or the
stage of plant development. Temperature increases will make
varieties with the stem rust resistance gene Sr15 susceptible,
but the stripe rust resistance gene Yr18 will be more effective
(Park et al. 1992).

Plant breeding in the future will need to deal with more
complex traits controlled by series of interacting genes and
gene networks such as those involved in defence reaction
against pests and diseases. Abiotic stresses caused by drought
and high temperature influence and interact with these networks.
Here again, the distinction between pathogen lifestyles will be
important, as different defence cascades work against biotrophic
and necrotrophic pathogens. Current research in this area has
been recently reviewed (Eastburn et al. 2011). A great deal of pre-
breeding research will be necessary to understand the genetic
architecture of these complex traits and how these networks
are modified by climate change before they can be exploited
through plant breeding. Early involvement of plant breeders will
be necessary to dissect and to develop selection strategies for
complex traits.

Historically, there has been limited success in breeding for
resistance to soil-borne diseases, where the level of complexity
rises further in the complex heterogeneous soil environment.
Climate-change effects on soil biology and chemistry are
difficult to predict. Several approaches, such as the use of
pathogen-suppressive soils, organic amendments, and
biological fumigation, have identified potentially useful
mechanisms that can be exploited through plant breeding.
Glucosinolate, which is produced by canola and decomposes
in soil to produce compounds found in commercial soil fumigants
effective against soil-borne pathogens, is an example (Gimsing
and Kirkegaard 2009). Breeding can increase root exudation
and rhizodeposition to selectively enrich species and
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communities of pathogen-suppressive microbes or better fortify
roots to stop or reduce infection. While bacterial communities in
the soil environment surrounding plant roots (rhizosphere) are
known to be influenced by plant species (Marschner et al. 2004),
so far, no geneticmechanismhas been identified thatwould allow
specific recognition by plant roots of bacteria implicated in the
biological control of soil-borne pathogens.

Pre-emptive or anticipatory breeding (McIntosh and Brown
1997) against invasive species and predicted shifts/evolution in
pest and pathogen strains/species can be mounted once the risk
has been determined. As for direct environmental impacts on the
TPE, models can be used to predict biosecurity risks for pest
and pathogen incursion (Aurambout et al. 2009) to help align
breeding objectives with best estimates of climate change
scenarios.

Future priorities in phenotyping and breeding

Modern plant breeding utilises a large array of technologies to
identify the genetic controls of simple and complex traits, with
increasing capabilities to accelerate the incorporation of adaptive
genetic variation into parental germplasm and cultivars of many
species delivered to industry. In many crop species, there are
established activities in the areas of breeding for increased
adaptation to drought, waterlogging, and salinity, and ongoing
maintenance breeding for existing pests and pathogens. There is
a need for ongoing assessment of the potential for pests and
pathogens to increase in population, to shift in their geographic
distribution, and to evolve into new forms that could represent
serious threats to production. In terms of direct environmental
adaptation, elevated CO2 and potential increases in both average
temperature and the occurrence of temperature extremes
represent major challenges and opportunities for breeding. If
increased temperatures force the major Australian production
zones to ‘retreat’ southwards and/or to become shorter in
duration, both of these outcomes have potentially serious
consequences for local and national productivity of grain
crops. Maintaining grain zones in their current locations will at
the least require breeding activities to deliver changes in the
phenology (flowering time) of the crops, and will likely require
increased degrees of tolerance to a higher frequency of high
temperature conditions. A practical response from breeding
programs could be to identify current geographical locations
that can serve as ‘proxies’ for future climate and to begin to
undertake selection at those locations. Similar approaches have
been used to screen for drought stress in the past. While changes
in geographical distribution of seasonal temperature patterns
will also affect perennial species (i.e. fruits and forests), it is
more difficult to shift these usually higher value industries,
and therefore management solutions are likely to be a more
economical and effective solution compared with breeding in
the shorter term (10–20 years).

For the major grain crops, there is a need to better document
the opportunities for existing genetic variation in phenology,
temperature tolerance, and response to elevatedCO2 to contribute
to improved yield, especially in regions where temperatures
are predicted to increase; that is, what will the TPE look like
for future climates? Especially at the rainfall-limited edges of
the current grain-cropping regions, temperature increases may

be such that novel genetic variation is required so that wheat
and sorghum production, in particular, is still viable in most
seasons. For C3 species such as wheat, rice, cotton, and grain oil
crops, the prospect of slight increases in WUE due to elevated
CO2 conditions is expected to partially offset some of the
temperature impacts that result in a shortening of season
length. However, this effect is not well quantified for any
species across the Australian cropping region, and is not as
beneficial for C4 species such as sorghum and sugarcane.
Efficient methods to assess genetic variation in growth
response to elevated CO2 are needed, and presuming that
such methods will largely require glasshouse-type conditions
(to assess large numbers of lines), it will be essential to
demonstrate that genetic variation in trait responses to such
conditions is predictive of performance in field conditions.

In all of these species, an improved understanding of
the genetic control of development and flowering time will be
essential to assist breeding programs to deliver new combinations
of genes into existing varieties. Many of the genes that control
flowering time through response to vernalisation and photoperiod
have been identified in model species and several crop species,
but the genetic control of response to temperature per se is
not nearly as well understood. At present, it is also slow and
difficult to screen genotypes for tolerance to high temperature
in either vegetative or reproductive stages of growth. Breeding
for these traits requires investment in the development of
high-throughput phenotypic screens that allow the observation
of canopy and ear temperature, and of the impacts of high
temperature on leaf function, and processes associated
with ovary development, pollen viability, grain set, and grain
filling. Phenotyping methods based on imaging and monitoring
of thermal condition will be essential here, but these need to be
linked to methods that allow monitoring of the impact of the
high temperature stress on plant function, i.e. leaf condition,
pollen quality, and grain number.

Breeding for adaptation to new climatic environments is
challenging. It could be argued that breeding programs will
‘naturally’ adapt to climate change, to the extent that climate
change affects production environments at about the same
rate as breeding programs deliver new varieties to industry.
In the mainstream press, the major breeding programs already
acknowledge that climate change is a potential risk to
production, and even a marketing opportunity (e.g. ‘Biotech
companies race for drought-tolerant crops’; www.enn.com/
agriculture/article/29184). In plant breeding, the main danger,
and the main opportunity, is if climate change leads to more
variable production conditions such that industries are suddenly
exposed to one or a sequence of seasons of extreme conditions,
particularly if these seasons comprise high temperature events
that could have catastrophic consequences.
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